
THE HISTORY OF BASEBALL IN AMERICA

The sport that evokes more nostalgia among Americans than any other is baseball. So many people play the game as
children (or play its close relative, softball).

However, due to the strike which canceled the World Series , the new rules did not go into effect until the
World Series. On the other hand, many minor leagues collapsed throughout the s First players in each league[
edit ] In , Branch Rickey , general manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers , Jackie Robinson and broke the color
barrier which had been tacitly recognized for 50 years. Yet the racial tensions between white and black people
that were present in society showed up on baseball fields. Babe Ruth and the end of the dead-ball era[ edit ]. In
the American League declared its intent to operate as a major league. Black teams combined the best of great
baseball, church, Vaudeville and the side-show to pay the bills and keep playing. Much of that original code is
still in place today. As the league grew, so did the expenses of playing. Branca throws, there's a long fly, its
gonna be, I believe The end result of his efforts was the formation a much more "ethical" league, which
became known as the National Base Ball League. The conclusion of the National League season, in particular,
involved a bizarre chain of events, often referred to as the Merkle Boner. The legendary Satchel Paige, whose
Monarchs played the Clowns frequently, befriended Johnson and taught her a wicked curve ball. Likewise
from the Eastern League to the small developing leagues in the West, and the rising Negro Leagues
professional baseball was being played all across the country. The first legal challenge came in  Subsequent
professional black baseball clubs played each other independently, without an official league to organize the
sport. Nineteen-year-old rookie first baseman Fred Merkle , later to become one of the best players at his
position in the league, was on first base, with teammate Moose McCormick on third with two out and the
game tied. In his rookie season he helped the Giants to win the pennant, a feat only accomplished by Bobby
Thomson 's homer against the Dodgers on the last day of the season â€” its fame as " The Shot Heard 'Round
The World " is due in no small part to Russ Hodges' commentary: "Brooklyn leads  But baseball executive
Albert Spalding disagreed. This education paved the way for the first collective bargaining agreement in 
Spalding instructed the commission to decide between the American game of "Old Cat" and rounders as
baseball's predecessor. Most â€” with the notable exception of Aaron and a handful of other players â€” have
been widely left out of the history of the game.


